
A meme overlays a portrait of famous Mexican muralist David Alfaro&nbsp;Siqueiros along a caption that reads: Siqueiros watching as INBAL continues not paying us while we keep museums open. (all images by and
courtesy of #YaPagameINBA)As of December 1st, the CapÃtulo 3000 workers of @bellasartesinba are still waiting for pay for the month of October, tweeted @conTRATOdigno, a group of cultural workers in Mexico
advocating for better work conditions. The group then proceeded to declare a total suspension of labor.The strike was organized this week by the CapÃtulo 3000, a workforce of Mexico&#8217;s arts institutions
comprised of non-unionized workers considered service providers, not staff, who are paid on a monthly basis and lack the benefits of their unionized colleagues. Its motive, however, is nothing new. Last December, 
employees of the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes y Literatura (INBAL) in Mexico City closed the building and other museums under its purview to protest wage delays; extended lags in payment, sometimes lasting
months at a time, have been a profound and systemic problem for years.As the pandemic rages on in Mexico, and in-person actions such as last year&#8217;s museum shutdown are less feasible, workers are turning to
the digital sphere to make their demands known. And while the exploitation of creative labor is no laughing matter, many have resorted to the most common form of Internet humor &#8212; memes &#8212; to shed light
on the ongoing issues.A caption on the left reads, INBAL when it demands @capitulo_3000 workers to continue working; on the right: INBAL when it comes to paying us and respecting our rights.CapÃtulo 3000 workers
of the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil in Mexico City, for example, home to hundreds of works of Mexican and international modern art, have edited paintings by some of the country&#8217;s most famous artists to denounce
the delay in payments. An image of Diego Rivera&#8217;s 1915 canvas El Arquitecto &#8212; housed in the museum&#8217;s collection &#8212; is overlaid with the phrase Diego Rivera&#8217;s Architect watching as
INBAL continues not paying us while we keep museums open. In another meme with a similar caption, the revered Mexican muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros also gazes out in disappointment.The message is clear:
Mexico&#8217;s artistic titans are judging silently from the grave, watching as a nation that yielded one of the world&#8217;s greatest cultural patrimonies fails some of the most vulnerable members of its arts
ecosystem.A meme features the painting El Arquitecto by Mexican muralist Diego Rivera along a caption that reads: Diego Rivera&#8217;s Architect watching as INBAL continues not paying us while we keep museums
open.According to the local newspaper El Universal, workers said in a statement that the decision to strike was made with profound pain and disappointment at the need to implement such measures in the face of
constant abuse and neglect by authorities. Numerous public museums overseen by INBAL, the national organization responsible for Mexicoâ€™s cultural and artistic activities, are operating with limited staff due to the
strike, including the Museo Mural Diego Rivera and the Sala de Arte PÃºblico Siqueiros, as well as several theaters.In the last few years, workers&#8217; collectives such
as&nbsp;#NoVivimosDelAplauso,&nbsp;#YaPÃ¡gameINBA,&nbsp;#conTRATOdigno, and Movimiento Colectivo por el Arte y la Cultura de MÃ©xico (@MOCCAMEXICO)&nbsp;have organized to advocate for
improvements in hiring and compensation practices in the cultural sector. Their demands grew louder this year, as the coronavirus pandemic crippled Mexico&#8217;s already struggling institutions. A coalition of museum
professionals protested the government&#8217;s approval of a $440 million project to convert sections of Mexico Cityâ€™s Bosque de Chapultepec park into a&nbsp;cultural center&nbsp;designed by artist Gabriel
Orozco;  those funds, they said, would be better spent to keep existing organizations afloat.VÃa @estelatrevino pic.twitter.com/JkbuDCiSt6&mdash; Max Well (@MGMaxo) December 3, 2020On November 25,
@conTRATOdigno, the collective that represents CapÃtulo 3000-designated workers, sent a missive to INBAL director Lucina JimÃ©nez expressing their concern over the wage delays and uncertainty around job
security for the coming year. As of today, they have yet to receive a response.The goal of this action is to show the public at large that the work performed by CapÃtulo 3000 personnel is completely substantial, and
involves operational areas including programming, content production, communications, and services to the public, among other equally important responsibilities, said the group in a statement.  #CapÃtulo3000
#YaPagameINBAL @LucinaJimenez @alefrausto @LuisaAlcalde @redmuseosINBAL @bellasartesinba @Hacienda_Mexico #ConTRATOdigno  pic.twitter.com/7Zy0V3jrAZ&mdash; conTRATOdigno
(@conTRATOdigno) December 2, 2020  As the United Kingdom emerges from its second lockdown, Tate announced a plan to cut 120 full-time jobs at its London galleries through voluntary redundancies. According to
the museum&#8217;s management, workers across all departments are being encouraged to accept offers for early retirement, reduced working hours, or a career break.The museum says that the voluntary
redundancies, which would amount to 12% of its workforce, are meant to save Â£4.8 million (~$6.5 million) in expenses to help cope with the financial damages of the COVID-19 pandemic. This new round of
redundancies is separate from the planned reduction of&nbsp;313 jobs at Tate Enterprises, the museum&#8217;s commercial arm. Workers at Tate&#8217;s shops, cafes, and restaurants responded to the August
announcement with weeks of strike and protests, backed by hundreds of artists who called on the museum to reverse its decision in an open letter.  â€œWe now need to do what so many others in our sector are doing,
which is to reduce the overall size of Tate Galleryâ€™s workforce,â€• Tateâ€™s director, Maria Balshaw, said in a statement to the Guardian. Balshaw warned that additional workforce reductions might be
imminent.&nbsp;â€œWe hope that this voluntary process will help us make these significant savings, she said, but we cannot rule out having to move to compulsory redundancy in 2021 to meet the necessary level of
reductions.â€•Tate reports that its admission numbers are expected to reach around one million this year, instead of the eight million predicted before the pandemic. â€œFor every Â£10 we were expecting to make this
year, we are only receiving Â£4, and we expect to lose Â£56m in self-generated income overall,â€• the museum&#8217;s statement said. â€œReducing the size of our workforce is a course of action we take with huge
reluctance, Tate&#8217;s statement added. The knowledge, experience and passion of our colleagues across Tate is at the heart of our success and is hugely valued. We nevertheless have no choice given the impact of
the pandemic on our finances.â€•     Sorry not sorry, but the jubilation that erupted across the land was not really for Joe Biden. Upon crossing the 270 electoral votes threshold, the public enacted a necessary and
cathartic release from the teeth of Trumpâ€™s white-supremacist tyranny. We rose to meet the high stakes of the election with ballots and bodies on the line. On the Sunday following the election, the New York Times
print headline pronounced, Biden Beats Trump. Wrong. We, the people, did that. And on November 7th, we reaped the miraculous harvest of our outrage on the streets across America and beyond.Public protests once
filled the same streets now transformed into block parties. Photojournalists captured the impromptu gatherings and spontaneous joy that emerged in the distinct style of each city. In the Black Lives Matter plaza in
Washington DC, folks were angled in synch doing the wobble. In Fort Greene, Brooklyn, a deejay set up turntables and a speaker on a brownstone building&#8217;s entry steps, transforming the sidewalk into a dance
floor.Biden / Harris Victory Celebrations at Black Lives Matter Plaza at 16th and H Street, NW, Washington DC on Saturday afternoon, 7 November 2020 (photo by Elvert Barnes Photography via Flickr)Novelist and poet
Alice Walker once declared, â€œHard times require furious dancing.â€• When the COVID-19 pandemic first relegated multitudes to stay indoors, veteran hip-hop artist and deejay D-Nice turned the concept of
house-party on its head. He played hours-long sets on Instagram Live, creating community vibes through music and light-touch emceeing. One magical set started to trend on social media. Less than 100 viewers
ballooned to 1,000 plus, including all kinds of celebrities.In the following months, D-Nice deejayed virtual voter-registration parties co-hosted by Michelle Obama and other luminaries. On Election Day he held court as
Americaâ€™s deejay with a marathon session to encourage folks to stay the course on the endless lines. Other producers (head nod to Verzus series) and grassroots activists took notice and followed D-Niceâ€™s lead
to make the work of democracy festive and fun. In the same vein as mutual aid, creative artists and organizers not only brought water, masks, and hand sanitizer to the polls. They also brought pizza, other food, and
wedding jams.Like throwback mobile parties, Joy to the Polls and the Election Defenders mounted speakers onto flatbed trucks and unleashed the power of music to diffuse any toxic fear meant to suppress voter turnout.
In an interview with the Guardian, Nelini Stamp, an organizer of Joy-to-the-Polls&nbsp; and National Director for the Working Families Party, explained, We wanted to figure out a way so while people are outside of the
polling station, we can bring them a feeling of safety and a feeling of joy.â€•At an early voting site in Southwest Philadelphia, Klinton Cooper gave new meaning to the term line-dancing by leading the Mississippi Cha-Cha
Slide on a school ramp while waiting for his turn at the voting booth.&nbsp; In contrast to the images of Trump supportersâ€™ ire and intimidation, Cooperâ€™s groove in the pocket felt like the sun peering through the
clouds. This moment went viral and helped reassure potential voters that there was positive support at the polls.A whole mood! The joyful defiance of dancing in line at the polls in a â€œf*** 2020â€• Tshirt is what voting in
2020 looks like! Nothing and no one is getting in the way of our joy and our vote! #joyisanactofresistance #joytothepolls @JoyToThePolls #vote #EarlyVoting #TurnUp  #Philly pic.twitter.com/2i8gKO1Gv5&mdash;
Resistance Revival Chorus (@ResistanceRev) October 25, 2020Video courtesy Ali Fenwick/Resistance Revival Chorus for Joy To The PollsSharon Chischilly, a student photojournalist, captured another moment of
radiance when she overheard music familiar to her from her Navajo Nation upbringing. Following her intuition, Chischilly spotted Ashkia Randy Trujillo, a DinÃ© and Pueblo Native American, slip out of his open car door
onto the roadway between cross-traffic. Trujillo twirled his Chicago Bulls cap above his head, and light on his feet, began to dance against the headlights, and rapturous cacophony of honks and cheers. Trujilloâ€™s
performance became public art and an archive of joy.Trujillo&#8217;s performance reminded me of a passage from the novel There There, by Tommy Orange, a Cheyenne and Arapaho Native American: To dance as if
time only mattered insofar as you could keep a beat to it, to dance &#8230; like you were trying to dodge the very air you were suspended in, your feathers a flutter of echoes centuries old, your whole being a kind of
flight.These brief departures of flight reveal our shared humanity in motion. Throughout this waking nightmare of the last four years, we rescued ourselves with no white saviors in sight. We risked our health and safety to
turn the key to unlock a new tomorrow. And with drums, dreams, and bullhorns, we will take the streets and march when it&#8217;s go-time again.  The Tyler School of Art and Architecture has launched a unique arts
management track within its MA in Art History degree program, which engages timely and fresh perspectives framed by&nbsp;Tylerâ€™s values&nbsp;of equity, inclusivity, access, public engagement, and exploration.Art
and society form a juncture where the frictions, aspirations, contradictions, pain, and passions attached to democracy converge. Now more than ever, there is a need â€” and call â€” for leaders equipped with a deep
understanding of the evolving civic role of cultural institutions, and the aesthetic and ethical dimensions of connecting art and audiences.Tylerâ€™s arts management track is designed to address this need by supporting
the development of skills and imagination that comprise modern leadership. Rather than provide job training that silos, Tyler empowers students to navigate the diverse and evolving lands
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